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after a few days, shri prabhu with the help of a few devoted
associates lowered himself to the ground through the

underground hole, completely relieved from his paralysis. then
he called the kavachis (water-carriers) and asked them to dig
out an enclosure where his mortal remains would be buried.

the enclosure was near the stream flowing at the bottom of the
gadi in front of the hut. it was filled with fresh water all the
time. those who have watched some hill streams know well

that it would flow and run all the time, even during the
summer months when the mountain is covered with thick

jungle. the time would be early dawn and in the evening after
the day’s work is done. the sun rays would be reflected on the
surface of water in various ways making the stream seem like
the petals of a flower blooming in the sea of light. the spot was

chosen by shri prabhu well beyond the reach of ordinary
mortals. it was in a part of the hill where the sounds of birds,
the running water and breeze, the red flow of water stream,

the ripening and bursting of corn, the roaring of rushing
streams and the frothing of watery crests of waves, all would
merge into the stillness of shri prabhu. it was the happy home

of anherished siddha murti. moreover, it was the favourite
dwelling place of the devas. devas would come hither every

day to see shri prabhu and also to indulge in spiritual discourse
with him. they would thus draw down the celestial lajja
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(worldly affections) from shri prabhu, and cause him many
kinds of material enjoyments. to be able to eat the food

offered to him by these heavenly beings, the earthly mortals
also pour libations of nectar on the spot. this is why the spot

was called snana vaha (nectar spot).
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